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Members.
In the image from left to right. Hiram Duarte, Ricardo
Hernández, Daniel Galvez and Iván Hernández.
Hiram Duarte. Born in 1994 in Guayamas, Sonora. He is the Daniel Galvez. Born and rised Hermosillo, Sonora on
1993.The bass player who puts the groove on each song.
guitarist of the band, innovator in the creative process and
very energetic on stage.
Iván Hernández. Born in Hermosillo in 1994. The drummer,
in charge of maintaining a firm and potent beat to keep
Ricardo Hernández. Born in Hermosillo in 1992. The
everyone in sync.
guitarist and frontman; he is in charge of the identity of the
band, creating lyrics with a subtle sarcastic humor.

Biography.

Influences.

Zapata Jones was created in Guadalajara, Jalisco on august
of 2014. This band combines Mexican rock and funk that
mixes sarcasm and humor on its lyrics, creating energetic
and fresh music. This group is made up of Hiram
Duarte,Daniel Gálvez and the siblings Ricardo Hernández
and Iván Hernández.

Zapata Jones has been influenced by various foreign and
Mexican bands such as: Led Zeppelin, Beastie Boys,
AC/DC, Red Hot Chilli Peppers, Molotov, Plastilina Mosh,
Amigos Invisibles, among others.

The Mexican band has a 4-song EP launched in November
2015 and they are currently preparing their first album.

Trayectory.
Zapata jones has been active in the rock scene in Mexico
since 2014. They perform in bars and forums mostly in
Guadalajara, Jalisco; they have also participated in music
festivals on a national level.

Godspeedattack.
They have recently participated in Godspeedattack, one of the most
captivating musical competitions in Jalisco on the latest years. They
found themselves beating out the competition and won the fourth
place out of more than 70 competitors.
http://www.godspeedattack.com/bandas.html

EP.
The EP launched in November 2015 includes the following four
tracks: Somos la noche, Los inseparables, Don Jones and Mamón.
Soundcloud account with EP. www.soundcloud.com/zapatajones
Don Jones Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtE7B2us
Mamón Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1lHselR_4E

Contact Information.
Daniel Galvez | (662) 326 7563
e-Mail: zapatajonesmx@gmail.com
Facebook. www.facebook.com/zapatajones
Twitter. https://twitter.com/ZapataJones
Instagram. www.instagram.com/zapatajones

